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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a new method for editing character animation,
by using a data-driven pose distance as a falloff to interpolate edited
poses seamlessly into a motion sequence. This pose distance is
defined using Green’s function of the pose space Laplacian. The
resulting falloff shape and timing are derived from and reflect the
motion itself, replacing the need for a manually adjusted falloff
spline. This data-driven region of influence is somewhat analogous
to the difference between a generic 2D spline and the “magic wand”
selection in an image editor, but applied to the animation domain.
It also supports powerful non-local edit propagation in which edits
are applied to all similar poses in the entire animation sequence.

often founded on space-time optimization approaches. In general,
these methods are similarly data agnostic – indeed, an optimization
minimizing an integrated squared derivative is just an underlying
formulation of a spline.
Instead of relying on splines, we propose to let the data “speak
for itself” by basing the falloff directly on the change of pose of
the underlying motion. A data-driven falloff should have these
characteristics:
• It should be proportional to the change in pose and correspond to distance on the manifold of movement.
• it should be smooth if and only if the change in pose is
smooth.
• It should be reasonably efficient to compute, thereby allowing interactive edits.
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INTRODUCTION

Motion capture (mocap) performances provide detailed and realistic animations, but both editing of motion capture and custom
animation are routinely required for retargeting, adjusting motion
to new virtual environments, and other reasons. A typical skeletal
rig may have 150 degrees of freedom (or more) that need to be
specified across hundreds of frames. If changes are needed, editing
these animation sequences is time consuming.
Many existing production techniques rely on spline interpolation of corrections made by the artist across the timeline. These
approaches have two disadvantages: First, the appropriate temporal
region of influence of a spline-based edit differs greatly for different
joints. Thus the splines need to be manually defined on a case-bycase basis—a cumbersome task for the artist. More fundamentally,
splines always have the same generic smooth shape, and may not
appear natural for realistic motion. Research in motion editing is
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Unfortunately, defining a distance on poses has well known difficulties: Euclidean distances are not appropriate due to the rotational
nature of an articulated body, while on the other hand, distances
founded on concatenated rotational degrees of freedom (dofs) have
the problem that major joints such as the shoulder have a much
larger influence than the distal joint of a finger. This problem has
been addressed by weighting each dof differently, though (depending on the underlying representation of rotations) these weights
may need to be recomputed at each pose.
In this paper we instead start from the idea that the Laplacian
reflects the geometry of a signal or manifold [Levy 2006]. With this
in mind, we show that the Green’s function of the Laplacian can be
used to provide a natural similarity measure between poses.
Our data-driven falloff is somewhat analogous to the difference
between a generic spline and the intelligent region selection available in popular image editing software such as Photoshop (e.g. algorithms such as [Gleicher 1995; Mortensen and Barrett 1995]),
but applied to the animation domain. The result is intelligent interpolation that blends new poses into the existing motion. For
cyclical movement, the data-driven falloff can be applied across all
similar poses (with strength depending on their relative similarity),
providing non-local edit propagation. This is particularly powerful
since human and animal motion often involves cyclical gaits.

2

RELATED WORK

Research on motion editing spans several decades, but most of this
work is data agnostic and thus not directly related to our approach.
[Grochow et al. 2004] pioneered research on data-aware motion
editing, drawing on a manifold learning technique. In Section 4
we compare our work to classic [Tenenbaum et al. 2000] and more
recent [Coifman and Lafon 2006] manifold learning methods.
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METHOD

Consider a linear differential equation ∆u = c where c expresses
some “forcing function” or constraints, and ∆ is a differential operator (the Laplacian in our case). The Green’s function solution
of the differential equation expresses the unknown solution u as a
weighted sum or integral
∫
u(x) =
G(x, x ′ )c(x ′ )dM
M

of the forcing function, where the Green’s function G(x, x ′ ) between
points x, x ′ serves as the weights, that is, it expresses how much
the solution at x is influenced by the forcing function at location
x ′ . In our application, a sparse set of artist edits play the role of the
forcing function, and G(x, x ′ ) will serve as weights to intelligently
propagate those edits across the motion.
Body poses are represented as a vector containing the concatenated rotational degrees of freedom of the skeleton. Our approach
is inspired by the Lie algebra/exponential map idea (see [Anjyo and
Ochiai 2017; Tournier et al. 2009] for details) – the changes to pose
resulting from artist edits are represented using log quaternions
and results are converted back to drive the final poses using the
exponential map [Grassia 1998].

3.1

The Pose Laplacian

Following [Belkin and Niyogi 2002], we use the graph Laplacian
as an approximation to the Laplace-Beltrami operator. We define a
pose adjacency matrix using a kernel
!
d(pi , pj )2
(1)
Ki, j = exp −
2σ 2

provides a similarity measure (indeed, the Green’s function matrix
P is a straightforward modification of the eigenvalues of the K),
the Green’s function has a natural interpretation as the effect of
a change at pose pi on pose pj , which is directly related to our
purpose.

3.3

Here we illustrate a simple method for applying the Green’s function distance from equation (3) as an animation falloff. The artist
has edited frame i, changing the pose from pi to pi′ . We wish to
propagate this change to the surrounding motion. The difference
between these poses represented in the log map as the delta-pose
δ pi = log(pi′ ) − log(pi ).

At pi , the original location, the weight is maximum and fully activates the delta-pose. Further down the timeline, the weight tapers off, eventually deactivating the edit. Note that the weight can
increase after decaying to zero, particularly when the motion is
quasi-periodic. The artist selects the region of the motion to edit,
and they can choose to include such repetition or discard it and
focus only on a single movement.
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(2)

This results in the Laplacian L = DA − A where DA is the corresponding degree matrix (identity). Next we compute the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors λk , ϕ k of L. This computation occurs only once
and requires a fraction of a second for a motion sequence of the
typical length of several hundred frames.

3.2

(4)

Let w denote a copy of the ith row of P that has been scaled to
lie between 0 and 1 across the edited region of the timeline. That is,
the normalized pose distance must be 0 at the edited pose and rise
to 1 at the most dissimilar pose in the region to be edited (Fig. 1).
For all frames j in the editing sequence, the Green’s functionweighted edit is then computed as

(5)
pj′ = exp log(pj ) + wi j δ pi .

where pi , pj are pose vectors that describe a skeletal configuration
(e.g. joint angles). The underlying distance d(pi , pj ) between pose
vectors should reflect the editing purpose, for example, it may
be desirable to include the temporal distance between poses. On
the other hand, it is only important that this distance be locally
representative. The width σ should be adjusted so that all large
distances are near zero under the kernel; these will be completed
by the Green’s function (below).
To create the Laplacian, let r be a vector of the row sums of K.
With D = diag(r) the normalized adjacency matrix A is
A = D−1/2 KD−1/2 ,

Edited Pose Interpolation

Green’s function

The Green’s function similarity between poses pi and pj is obtained
in terms of the eigen-decomposition of the Laplacian
Õ ϕ k (pi )ϕ k (pj )
G(pi , pj ) =
.
(3)
λk
k >0

We precompute the matrix P of all pose similarities Pi j = G(pi , pj ).
Typically only a few terms of the sum (3) are needed since it is
dominated by the smaller eigenvalues. While the kernel (1) also

Figure 1: Green’s function distance from frame 53 in a walk
cycle to all frames in the timeline. We see that the pose distance is zero at the current frame (yellow bar), as the pose is
compared to itself. Please enlarge figures to see details.

4

RESULTS

We compared the Green’s function distance to two other manifold
learning techniques: ISOMAP [Tenenbaum et al. 2000] and diffusion maps [Coifman and Lafon 2006]. Diffusion maps have not been
historically applied to animation, but yield results of comparable
quality to MDS and ISOMAP in our experiments. In these experiments, we process mocap data from [CMU 2016]. For illustration,
we have chosen animated run cycles due to their comprehensible
and periodic nature.

Magic Wand for Motion Capture
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Figure 2: Green’s function pose distance for a different animation. In this animation, a character is turning around
mid-walk. It is non-periodic, so there are multiple phases to
the action (reflected by bends in the curve): walk, stop, turn,
and walk.

the character of the motion. However, large edits or physics-altering
edits introduce inaccuracies in the animation. For example, editing
a foot that is planted on the ground will produce the infamous
’skating foot’ if not treated as a constrained problem.
As seen in Fig. 5, the Green’s function distance changes significantly on a global scale for different values of the kernel width σ .
Local information near the edited frame is more stable, but a slight
offset of 2-3 frames is sometimes introduced for bad values. This
parameter should be adjusted by the artist for desired results.
In summary, our approach requires the artist to adjust only σ
and the desired beginning and end of the edit range – and the latter
decision is informed by inspecting the pose distance curves. Thus
our approach requires much less work than manually editing a
number of spline curves, while simultaneously being “data aware”.

4.3
4.1

Pose Distance

Using the normalized pose distance calculated from Equation 3,
Fig. 1 shows the distance from a control pose to every other pose
in a 130-frame animation. This is periodic motion, as an actor steps
right-left-right-left and so on. Small dents, bends, and plateaus
indicate the prominent characteristics of the skeletal motion.
In Fig. 2, we see the pose distances for a non-periodic motion.
This actor abruptly turns around in the middle of a walk. There
appear to be points of transition in the motion, but the beginning
and end of a falloff is not well defined from this distance measure.
Inflection points and bends serve as good guidelines for falloff
boundaries, but an artist may want customized control over the
falloff scaling for blending their edit into this motion.
We compared our results with those obtained with two alternate
algorithms, ISOMAP and diffusion maps. In these manifold learning
methods, poses lie in an embedded space in which the L 2 distance
approximates distance on the manifold of movement. Fig. 3a depicts an overlaid comparison of all three distances. Overall, the
three methods detect the same animation characteristics and reveal
periodic motion behaviors across the entire timeline.
Fig. 3b takes a closer look at the distance falloff near the edited
pose. Zooming in, the local pose information is very rounded for
Green’s function, somewhat tapered in the diffusion map result,
while ISOMAP produces a sharp corner. The sharp ISOMAP falloff
results in an undesirable quick “snap” into and out of the edited
pose. This effect is noted in the accompanying video results. A
smooth falloff causes the animation to ease gently through the
targeted pose, demonstrating the effectiveness of Green’s function
weights for animation editing.

4.2

Edited Animation

Fig. 4 demonstrates the edit propagation in practice. For repetitive
actions, a single edited pose and falloff animation can automatically
propagate to all instances of similar poses in the timeline. In Fig. 4,
the artist wishes for the character to lift their knees while running.
With one simple edit, the entire run-cycle is changed.
The efficacy of the animated falloff can be observed in the accompanying results video. As seen in Fig. 3b, pose edits using the
Green’s function distance are smoothly incorporated and preserve

Evaluation

Fig. 6 validates that for a simple low-dimensional case, our method
produces similar results to spline animation. We look at the vertical
movement channel of the ankle in a walk cycle. First, five keyframes
were used to create the motion on a foot using IK. The animation
was “baked” into a mocap-like format with 40 frames. Next, each of
the two animations were edited, forcing the character to lift her feet
higher at one frame. Fig 6 shows the resulting four motion graphs:
the original keyframe animation, the baked ‘mocap’ version of the
animation, the keyframe animation with an edit to raise the foot,
and the Green’s function falloff-edited motion.
Unsurprisingly, the original animations are nearly identical, with
some minor detail loss attributed to the baking from an intricate
IK rig to a simplified FK rig. In this simple case, the spline falloff
matches the Green’s function falloff in both shape and timing extent.
On the other hand, in the case of more complex motion the Green’s
function falloff curves are not “generic” and have interesting detail
that reflects the underlying motion (Figs. 1,2).

5

SUMMARY

In this research we have introduced the Green’s function similarity
for animation editing. It can be thought of as a data-driven spline,
designed to operate in the animator’s usual workflow. We used the
Green’s similarity as a natural falloff for propagating edits to the
motion. This general idea slightly resembles label propagation in
semi-supervised machine learning [Zhu et al. 2003]. Until now, this
problem has been either solved tediously by hand with splines, or
automated using space-time optimization-based approaches. Both
approaches produce generic smooth/low energy falloff curves Our
method proved to yield better falloff curves than diffusion maps
and ISOMAP. Comparisons against spline editing in a simple case
show that it behaves predictably, while generalizing to nuanced
data-driven falloffs in more complex cases Please see the authors’
websites for additional supplementary material.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Green’s distance vs. diffusion distance (10 iterations) vs. ISOMAP distance for frame 53 in a run cycle.
Fig. 3b is a zoomed-in comparison of Fig. 3a near the control pose. Note the smoothness of the Green’s function at this point.
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Figure 5: The Green’s function distance from a control pose
over several different sigma values (lower values are more
blue). The range of choices allows the artist to highlight
different motion features while still respecting the original
character of the data.
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Figure 4: An artist edits the pose only at frame 20 (left), lifting the knees higher. A propagated edit produces a nearidentical pose adjustment in frame 110 (right), which is a
similar pose in the run-cycle. Character model courtesy of
©copyright Blender Foundation | www.sintel.org.
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Figure 6: In a simple case, our algorithm’s falloff curves resemble generic splines. This is a foot’s z motion channel in
a keyframe-animated walk-cycle. The animation was edited
to raise the foot. A similar edit was made using our method,
after converting to a mocap-like dense set of keys.

